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10,000
That is our BHAG! For those of you that don’t know what a BHAG is, it is
a BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOAL!

Our BHAG is to help the runners and those that play sport in our
community 10,000 times via our services and programs by the time we
are 5 years old! We are currently just over 2 years and are well on our
way to achieving this goal!

HELLO! I’m Chris and I am the Founder and Director of Stride
Physiotherapy and Health Group and the Move Well, Get Stronger
Facebook TM Group.

Working across multiple healthcare sectors and specifically in Elite
Sport over the last decade, I developed the goal of bringing greater
confidence and certainty in managing pain and injury to my
community. Hence Stride was born!

Accessing help for pain and injury as a runner or sports enthusiast is
not easy! The inevitable questions we hear are - Who should I see? A
Physio? An Osteopath? A Strength Coach?...Who should I trust?!

https://www.stridephysiohealth.com.au/
https://www.stridephysiohealth.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/237555601405291
https://www.facebook.com/groups/237555601405291


Unfortunately a fragmented and confusing healthcare system and
growing DIY programs online, have led to distrust in professionals,
coaches and overall reduced value in what is provided in the
community. More and more professionals, coaches and clinics are
chasing $$$ and often don’t care about the outcomes of those they
see and are just interested on getting more people in the door.

In order to combat this, my team and I have worked over the last 2
years to continue to evolve what we provide as a service in order to add
MORE value, BUILD confidence and create MORE certainty for all
that we see, in order to allow the achievement of FAST results!

We are currently helping hundreds of people monthly realise their
goals and we believe that journey begins with us building trust!

So how do we go about building trust??

We have recognised that we can’t help everyone! So, we don’t aim too.
We don’t fit everyone’s criteria to be able to help them and so some
don’t fit ours. By simply recognising this and working at understanding
this, we have been able to see what works and what doesn’t. This
ultimately led to the development of some systems built around
fundamental pillars that we believe are the foundation of why we get
success with the people we see.

We have positioned ourselves to help runners and those that play
sport with lower body related injuries and those looking to not only
return following injury but improve their performance! We are best
suited to those who are willing to put in the hard work, prioritise
whatever is needed to achieve their goals and those that are happy to
be kept accountable towards taking ACTION in order to see results! We
see this as the foundation of achieving fast results!

To aid us in building trust within our community, we recognised the
need to show people what we are about and engage with them to
show them the results we get with our active clients. By showing
people this it has allowed us to narrow down on the people we can
help and also for people to see if we are the right fit for them! So, our
Move Well, Get Stronger Facebook GroupTM was born!

If you’re a runner or participate sport & you’d like more confidence and
certainty in managing your injury and/or improving your performance
OR even just learning about what we do

https://www.facebook.com/groups/237555601405291
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... whilst getting a tonne of value without even going a single step
further...

Read every word of this guide, as it just might be the single most
important freebie you’ve ever downloaded. AND ensure you Join our
FREE Move Well, Get Stronger Facebook GroupTM

Let’s get to it!

We believe successfully managing an injury and improving
performance comes down to having & implementing 3 Pillars:

Pillar #1.) Mindset

Pillar #2.) Building Strength

Pillar #3.) Accountability

When each of these 3 pillars are done right, managing injury and
improving performance becomes easy!

Are you ready to dive in?

Let’s start!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/237555601405291
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PILLAR #1: Mindset
The common thought for most people who have pain or have
sustained an injury is that if they see someone for help- they are the
ones that are going to fix them.

Wouldn’t that be great?! Hell yes!

Unfortunately it is not that simple!

We get it! Life is busy and we all have lots going on. The less we have to
think about the better! From work to family life, needing to stay active
to help improve stress management, the list goes on- life is busy! So
when we get injured we want someone else to come in and make it all
go away.

Unfortunately without focus and engagement in the process of
managing an injury the chances of doing so is significantly reduced.

At Stride, we have recognised that addressing one’s mindset and
engagement is a fundamental step in order to help them get the
amazing results they are looking for!

“Wait a minute, how is focusing on mindset going to get me better?”
(You may ask)

Unless you’re ready to prioritise, invest and focus your time and effort
into wanting to get better and all that comes with this, it’s just not
going to happen.

Part of this process is ensuring you get out of your own way and allow
yourself to be led.

Let’s give you some examples that might hit home.



Mindset is often evidenced in what we say. Example: “I don’t have time”
‘I can only do it next week’.

These are common statements that highlight the mindset of someone
not willing to focus or prioritise doing what is required to achieve a goal.
(AND quite often most people don’t even know they have this mindset!)

So what happens if mindset isn’t addressed?

- Reduced ACTION taking
- Delayed RESULTS
- Less CONFIDENCE in achieving a RESULT
- More TIME and MONEY looking for help to achieve your goals

The most beautiful thing about mindset is that IT CAN BE CHANGED
and this is where we come in!

With some key strategies we help our clients ‘flip the script’ so to speak,
improve their mindset and take action on what is required for them to
achieve their goals.

PILLAR #2: Building Strength
Most of us deep down understand the importance of strength and its
ability to help us manage, prevent injury and improve performance!

When we get injured or are wanting to improve our performance,
there is often little thought however about what is required in order to
build strength.

Why is this?

Well not only is life very busy (as highlighted above in Mindset) but
there is a common belief that it is simple. Find a program online or
have someone make one for you and Bob's your uncle!

Unfortunately, finding a strength program online or having someone
write one for you doesn’t guarantee you will actually do it and let along
well to allow you to achieve results.



Ensuring that exercises are executed WELL and are done as
FREQUENTLY as necessary to see results (after-all life is busy) is
FUNDAMENTAL to achieving results!

What if we told you there was a better way?

Well, quite simply, we have discovered through doing the very thing that
we now know doesn’t work, that combining a thorough exercise
program, coaching and accountability is a recipe for success. This
success we experience with hundreds of clients on a monthly basis.

Let’s go a little deeper here. Have you ever been given a sheet of paper
with exercises or a gym program on it to complete? Have you completed
the program well? What does good execution look like and how do you
know? AND have you done the exercises at a frequency that is directed,
twice/three times a day?

There is a fair chance that by the time you get home from a health
professional or coach, or log offline after having procured a program, you
have forgotten exactly what you need to do and instead your brain has
turned its attention to what you are having for dinner!

This is not a joke but exactly how we all work...seriously! This is how quick
we forget and how our brains work because our lives are so jam packed!

At Stride we have discovered whilst working with hundreds monthly
that combining an environment to complete your exercises, coaching
and accountability is far superior and better yet, leads to FAST results.

Building strength can be fun and enjoyable!

The number one reason the majority of our new clients haven’t
engaged in strength training before is because they aren’t confident in
it!

Fortunately we create high quality individualised strength programs
that are tailored to your specific goal. Better yet, we coach you through
the whole thing in a fun and supportive environment and keep you
accountable to doing everything you need to do to realise your goals



Interested in seeing some of our clients achieving their goals?

Join our FREE Move Well, Get Stronger Facebook GroupTM where you
will find some Case Studies of our clients and their amazing results

https://www.facebook.com/groups/237555601405291


PILLAR #3: Accountability
Most health professionals and coaches have no real strategy for
holding their clients accountable. Unfortunately they become just
another number.

We believe this isn’t TRUE leadership and without accountability the
achievement of any goal becomes much harder!

We do things differently at Stride.

In fact, we have multiple ways of helping you stay accountable…

For the majority of our clients who come to us, they’ve never been held
accountable and this can be quite the shock when we start to work
with them. That is why we don’t promise to help everyone but know
that we can definitely help those that are willing to do the work,
prioritise what they need to and are happy having someone keep
them accountable to this!

Text messages, calls and Facebook group messages are just a few of
the ways we help develop good habits and drive accountability.

Why go to these lengths? (You may be asking)

Because we have done it the other way. The ‘let’s see how you go’ way,
the ‘let’s hope it gets better’ way and you know what? IT DOESN’T
WORK!

At Stride we focus on getting you to raise your hand & say “hey, I’m
interested in what you do, and I’m ready to do anything to reach my
goal!”

From there, it's our turn to go above and beyond to do everything in our
power to help you achieve your goals! As mentioned previously, we
don’t preach to be able to help everyone and everything.If you aren’t a
good fit for our services, we will direct you to someone else that can
serve you better. You aren’t just another number. If you invest in you,
we will ensure you get the maximum return on your involvement and
time, with us investing in you!



Why we love helping people stay accountable:
#1 On our end, we find that working with clients that are READY and
willing, who have the right MINDSET and are ready to be coached,
allows us to help them reach their goals a lot easier compared to those
who may not be quite ready to do all it takes!

#2 It's a win-win for everyone involved. Less time and less money spent
for our clients and HUGE satisfaction for us seeing people reach their
goals. We’re not in the business of taking people's money and having
them become another number. We’re in the business of helping
people and truly believe that we are doing our job when we work
towards making ourselves redundant.

There you have it! Those are our 3 Pillars and what we focus on when
working with and achieving amazing results with hundreds of clients
on a monthly basis!

So what’s next?

Well, there’s only so much we can explain about managing your injury
and improving your performance in a 10 page guide, so if you’re happy
with what you’re reading  so far, here’s our recommended next step.



NEXT STEPS:

Join our free Facebook™ group: Move Well, Get Stronger for runners and
those that play sport!

It’s a new group BUT growing fast and provides a tonne of value and an
opportunity to get to know why we at Stride are so passionate about
helping people achieve their goals through managing an injury or
improving performance!

Inside, we dive deeper into the 3 pillars of managing injury and improving
performance to provide greater confidence and certainty as well as offer an
opportunity to apply to work with us directly!

We host a FREE live stream show in the group where we discuss an
array of topics and provide some valuable nuggets every Wednesday
@ 6pm Melbourne Time. We would love  to see you join us!

Tap here to join.

See you inside.
- Chris

P.S. If you got value out of this guide, feel free to share it with
friends  and/or colleagues who would benefit from it.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1431754407195338/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1431754407195338/

